
Set of 3 Sunnylife A3-FI685 filters with adjustable CPL, CPL Ref: 5905316148802
Set of 3 Sunnylife A3-FI685 filters with adjustable CPL, CPL+ND8+ND1

Sunnylife A3-FI685 Filter Set with CPL, CPL+ND8+ND1 Adjustment
Sunnylife filters faithfully reproduce colors while providing solid protection for  your lens against scratches,  moisture,  and oil  smudges.
This is an excellent choice for both amateurs and experienced professionals aiming for perfect image quality in any conditions. The filter
frames are made from ultra-lightweight aerospace-grade aluminum, ensuring exceptional durability.
 
CPL Filters - Unveil Natural Beauty
The CPL filter eliminates reflections from non-metallic surfaces and enhances colors. It is indispensable for shooting through glass, over
water, or underwater, offering unique effects in various lighting conditions.
 
ND Filters - Master Light and Motion
The ND filter allows for precise control of the amount of light entering the camera, preventing overexposure and contributing to a deeper
color palette and better color saturation. It also enables the reduction of shutter speed, allowing for the creation of blur effects that add
dynamism and life to your photos, perfect for capturing the movement of flowing water in waterfalls or other dynamic scenes.
 
High Quality
The Sunnylife filter set is designed for the DJI AIR 3 camera. Made from aluminum and optical glass, with a weight of only 4g per filter and
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compact  dimensions,  it  ensures  ease  of  use  and transport.  The set  also  includes  an  elegant  case  lined with  soft  EVA foam,  providing
secure storage for your filters during your travels.
 
 
Specifications
BrandSunnylife
CompatibilityAIR 3
Weight per Filter4g

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 28.50

Drones, Other, Acessórios
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